The Taming of Malcolm X
Alan A. Stone, M.D.
ORE than a movie, Spike Lee's Malcolm X is an
historical event, a cinematic milestone that is a
cause for rejoicing among most in the Black
unity. Unlike any previous Hollywood film, it is a
celebration of Black identity and Black pride. That in
.: is a remarkable achievement. But, in this dissenting
ion, the film is untrue both to the spirit of Malcolm X
- a> his special place in African American history.
There are many conflicting opinions about Malcolm X,
= man-what
he came from, who he was, where he was
= u. But whether tho~:~ opinions are derived from perencounter, his autobiography, or other documentary
es, one thing seems clear: he was an intimidating hubeing-an electrifying presence, a burning firebrand,
a brilliant polemicist. Spike Lee, despite his obvious tal,seems to have been unwilling or unable to portray that
znimidating presence. The movie lasts more than three
and Denzel Washington is on the screen most of that
::me. But he never projects what Ossie Davis recognized as
_ Wcolm's "style and hallmark, that shocking zing of fire
and be damned to you." That real Malcolm X briefly ap:JearS at the end of the film to speak his famous phrase, "by
any means necessary." You need only keep that jarring aurhentic moment in the center of your awareness as you reect on the entire movie to get the measure. of how much
Lee fails to capture the real
~Ialcolm .

gaunt hardness unlike the shorter, softer man. Lee, who
once emphasized their differences, now seems prepared to
accept the growing orthodoxy that casts Malcolm and Martin as the Northern and Southern sides of the same coin,
the minting of a new African American consciousness. But,
even if that is true, the psychology of these two men was
profoundly different.
Denzel Washington, as directed by Spike Lee, rarely, if
ever, conveys the scowling body-language of controlled fury
that radiated from Malcolm's person. It was Malcolm, "The
Angry Black Man," who made his way into American consciousness - Black and White. Recognizing this essential feature Cornel West says of him, "Malcolm X articulated Black
rage in a manner unprecedented in American history." He
was the archetypal symbol of Black Power not Black Conciliation - up from the ghetto and in your face. Denzel Washington's Malcolm, instead, makes us want to love him. No
wonder so many white media critics and their like-minded
audiences have given thumbs-up and" all-stars to the film.
Lee has given us a tame and domesticated Malcolm X who
will not send White people home frightened. Many Black
critics are also pleased with this lovable Malcolm though for
different reasons. The X film deserves a G rating, guaranteed not to offend any audiences. Its only recognition of
Malcolm, the Firebrand, is symbolic-during
the rolling of

•
Ossie Davis, who acknowledged that his own
Hollywood success as an
actor had come at the cost
of' being willing to get
along on the White man's
terms, said admiringly of
the real Malcolm that he
had the "fire" that "was so
absolutely absent in every
other Negro man." The
angry staccato cadences of
Malcolm's debater's voice
contrasted with the harmonic incantations of that
other assassinated African
American leader, Martin
Luther
King, Jr., with
whom he is always compared. So, too, was his ta1l
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touches of those films are recognizable in Malcolm X, his efforts are disappointing.
Malcolm X has become increasingly important to African
Americans since his death. Part of his importance is psychological. He is their hero, the oppressed Negro who transformed himself into a "Shining Black Prince," an archetype
with whom proud young Black men and women, no matter
how desperate their lives have become, can make a positive
identification. Malcolm X's actual psychological identity as a young man is
No wonder so many white
therefore of great.importance. American
.
history
has made Washington (I can not
media critics have given
tell a lie), Lincoln (HonestAbe who freed
Spike Lee's five previous films did
thumbs-up and all-stars to
the slaves), J.F.K. (the president as marnot go without criticism from Blacks,
Spike Lee's Malcolm X
tyred savior), into sanctified beings and
but his real opposition had come from
Lee produced a tame
by that hagiographic standard there is no
Whites. He seemed almost to relish
their discomfort with the way he porbasis
for criticizing Lee's film. He has
Malcolm X who will not
given African Americans their own saint.
trayed them. Lee insisted that his
send white people home
movies are aimed at Black audiences.
However, in the strange alchemy of hisfrightened. Many black
But, with the X project, Lee faced a potory, Malcolm X is emerging as the most
critics are also pleased with
tential minefield of hostility in his own
important African American of the twencommunity. Malcolm had already creattieth century and to sanctify his memory
this lovable Malcolm though
is to mystify racism. The attempt here is
ed his own legend in the Autobiography
for different reasons.
as told to Alex Haley. And although
therefore to analyze Lee's hagiographic
The
X film deserves a
some African American scholars have
version from a psychological perspective
G rating, guaranteed not
using the Autobiography and other sources
described The Autobiography of Malcolm
X as a story that Malcolm probably inas a standard for comparison to highlight
to offend any audiences.
the forces of racism in Malcolm's life
vented on the spot, the text of this brilliant and powerful book has become sawhich the hagiography suppresses.
cred for many readers. As is the case with other sacred texts,
there are now apostles who have different interpretations of
The first hour of the movie covers Malcolm's young
the book and the man they revere. Lee was attacked by
adult years. The grim realities of his early childhood-his
some who saw him as an opportunist who might damage
stern and sometimes violent father, the breaking up of the
Malcolm's legacy and by others who were concerned about
family, his mother's descent into psychosis, and his growing
the sacred memory of Elijah Muhammad, Messenger of the
Black Muslim faith.
up as the only Black orphan among White children-are
By Lee's own published account he embarked on a
addressed by Lee only in flashbacks.
The film begins with a glamorized version of the Roxround of political diplomacy as he set about making his film.
Malcolm's surviving brothers and sisters felt that the Autobibury ghetto of Malcolm's Boston years. Lee, as he did
School Daze, cannot resist his nostalgic impulse to make
ography had exaggerated his criminality. Minister Louis
old fashioned Hollywood musical. The costumes and
Farakkhan was concerned about the depiction of Elijah
Muhammad and his own alleged connection with the assassetting are more reminiscent of a Busby Berkley prod
number than of the sordid poverty Malcolm survived. ~
sination of Malcolm. Yusuf Shah, Malcolm's security chief
Malcolm Little who appears in the first hour of the film is
but an Elijah loyalist, told Lee that it was Malcolm who had
sweet, gullible, naive, young man from the country
urged the young secretaries to press the paternity charges
that had embarrassed Elijah Muhammad. And of course
gets introduced to more sophisticated city ways. Vie
Amiri Baraka and others gave unsolicited advice and opinfrom the flashbacks of the scars that have already been
ion condemning Lee's presumptuous effort as a kind of sacon Malcolm. But they convey nothing of his inner
rilege. Perhaps it was this forced march of consultation and
ness and rage. Denzel Washington is ingratiating and _
diplomacy in the Black community that burdened Lee's creable at a time when Malcolm described himself as ativity. In any event the screenplay seems to have been put
and cunning enough to live by my wits exploiting an;
that presented itself."
together by an equivocating committee seeking to avoid
controversy rather than by the provocative filmmaker who
The family members who worried about how Lee
created Do The Right Thing, Jungle Fever, and She'S Gatta
deal with Malcolm, the criminal, have little reason
Have It. Unfortunately even when the familiar Spike Lee
plain. Malcolm had portrayed himself in the AutDln~~::-;
the credits a burning American flag turns into an X.
This argument is not meant to suggest that Spike Lee
"sold out" to the White folks for the money. He has made it
amply clear that Warner Brothers, because of its White
mentality, grossly underestimated the financial needs of the
film. But, he insisted that the film needed a Black director's
perspective and he raised additional capital to maintain
complete artistic control. He realized that Malcolm X was
to be the greatest opportunity and the
heaviest responsibility of his lifetime.

•
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as a drug addict and a street-wise hustler ready to kill or be
killed. But in Lee's rendition he is one half naughty child
and the other half charming rascal. The entire first hour of
the film is Lee's version of a Hollywood make-believe, technicolor extravaganza. If Lee hoped to build momentum for
his film and psychological depth in Malcolm's character
during this first hour, he failed. It is more like the musical
genre of Meet Me In St. Louis than the epic Gandhi. This
first part of the movie is also where Lee figures most prominently as actor and dancer as well as director. The first presence in the movie is a grooving Spike Lee strutting across
the screen in a gorgeous Zoot~suit. Lee has put a "That's
Entertainment" spin on Malcolm's criminal activity. This is
the world of make believe criminality, like Guys and Dolls,
where none of the pain or suffering is felt by the audience.
Lee certainly had no obligation W make a film of gritty social realism; he has made it clear that Boyz in the Hood is not
his genre. But, the life that "Malcolm Little" left behind in
reinventing himself as Malcolm X was one of suffering and
inflicting pain. Without that psychological reality, Malcolm's conversion and the effort of will it cost him are diminished, while the gap between him and those who could
follow him out of the ghetto is increased.
Each of the big scenes during the first hour of the
movie emphasize Malcolm, the child-rascal. Malcolm's
first conk, sets the stage. As Shorty straightens Malcolm's
hair, he quickly turns into a pain-stricken child as the lye
reaches his scalp. That scene is reprised just before Malcolm goes to jail. Malcolm has to put his head in the toilet, when, at the crucial moment in his conking, he finds
all the water in the apartment has been turned off. The
two conk scenes are Lee's "comic" book ends for Malcolm's technicolor life of crime.
In between, Malcolm is the kind of rascal who experiences amusing exploits, not demeaning exploitation. He
gets where he is going, not by being tough and hard, but by
being lovably disingenuous. Every major scene in that first
hour which could have demonstrated Malcolm's angry intensity reveals the director's different choice. Malcolm
forces his White girlfriend Sophia to kiss his feet and feed
him breakfast. But he is more a spoiled child than a sadistic
pimp and the slightly incredulous Sophia complies neither
with masochistic pleasure nor with mortified submission.
There is the famous scene from the Autobiography in which
Malcolm plays Russian Roulette, pulling the trigger three
times, to establish his leadership. Even in the published
screen play, Lee had Malcolm show the audience that the
bullet was in the next chamber, thus, demonstrating how far
Malcolm would go to intimidate. But, in the actual movie,
Lee has Malcolm, the charming rascal, reveal to Shorty and
the movie audience that he had palmed the bullet.
Finally, there is his initiation into the numbers racket
and into cocaine addiction. In these glamorized scenes,
Lee has opted for charm and humor rather than hustle,
threat, and degradation. Lee makes West Indian Archie

Malcolm's father-figure in crime. By contrast, as Malcolm
told the story, he had known West Indian Archie only as
one of the older man's clients, during a period when Malcolm sold marijuana, was constantly high on a variety of
drugs, and wasted most of his money gambling compulsively on the numbers.
Lee's only reality checks are the flashbacks to Malcolm's
e~rlier life: the Ku Klux Klan, the intermeddling White social worker who destroys Malcolm's mother, and the White
teacher who tells his brightest student Malcolm to be a carpenter, like Jesus. Those scenes are true to the Autobiography, but in Lee's version he has made young Malcolm a victim rather than the child who, in his burning pride, bit the
White hand that fed him and refused to be victimized.
One of Lee's greatest talents as director is his ability to
establish a character in a few brief scenes. He does this early in the film with shots of Malcolm's mother driven into
madness. But, his quickly-drawn film characters tend to be
powerful caricatures rather than deep or complicated human beings. The three male rivals in She's Gotta Have It, the
light and dark skinned mistresses in Mo Betta Blues, and almost all of the White people in Lee's movies are sharplydrawn but undeveloped. Lee manipulates his stereotypes in
inventive ways to please his audience. But that cinematic
gift becomes a limitation in a film of epic proportions which
seeks to portray momentous psychological and political
transformations.
Like many of the caricatures of White peoplein his earlier films, those in Malcolm X are also slightly weird, e.g.,
the school teacher, the social worker, the prison chaplain,
and the surrealistic William Kunstler who makes a cameo
appearance as a judge. Although the cinematic technique is
powerful, it is almost impossible for White audiences to
identify with these caricatures. Even Sophia, Malcolm's girlfriend, who has the only substantial White role in the film,
is so two dimensional that she is unreal.
Lee is aware of his stereotyping tendency and defensively justifies it by pointing to the offensive stereotypes of
Blacks that have been the tradition of Hollywood films. But,
whatever the merits of this eye for an eye argument, his
stereotypes create a more serious psychological and aesthetic problem here than in his previous films. Lee did allow
Danny Aiello, who played Sal the pizza shop owner in Do
The Right Thing, to improvise and act his way out of the
screenplay stereotype. This gave members of Lee's
"crossover" White audience a figure in the movie whose
feelings they could find in themselves, a critical emotional
connection for many filmgoers. This is no doubt the psychological reason why Lee's White film critics keep coming
back to Do The Right Thing as his best film, a judgment
which seems to rankle him. There is no such figure for
White audiences to connect with in Malcolm X and thus we
are never made to feel the urgency of our own unresolved
racism. Lee never allows his Malcolm to point that angry,
guilt-inspiring finger at us.
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One of the reasons that The Autobiography of Malcolm X
is a stunning book is because it is a psychologically coherent
and believable indictment of life in a racist world whatever
race the reader might be. Whether or not Malcolm invented many of the facts he told Haley, Malcolm was telling his
version of his own life and it is authentic in that sense. The
Autobiography also had a sophisticated psychological agenda.
This is how the Autobiography ends the section of Malcolm's
life that Lee has made into a kind of glamorized musical
comedy:
I want to say before I go on that I have never previously
told anyone my sordid past in detail. I haven't done it
now to sound as though I might be proud of how bad,
how evil, I was. But people are always speculating-why
am I as lam? To understand that of any person, his
whole life, from birth/hlUst be reviewed. All of our experiences fuse into our personality. Everything that ever
happened to us is an ingredient.
. Today, when everything that I do has an urgency, I
would not spend one hour in the preparation of a book
which had the ambition to perhaps titillate some readers.
But I am spending many hours because the full story is
the best way that I know to have it seen, and understood,
that I had sunk to the very bottom of the American
white man's society when-soon
now, in prison-I
found Allah and the religion of Islam and it completely
transformed my life.

•
When Lee's Malcolm goes to jail he is still psychologicallya child-man. Malcolm in contrast saw himself as an embittered hustler who had seen the most sordid side of life, and
was appropriately nicknamed Satan by his fellow prisoners.
Malcolm tells us how almost entirely by his own efforts he
shaped that violent and ignorant man into something else in
prison. In Lee's movie the child-man finds the good father in
prison just as he found the good father in crime.
The Malcolm who goes to jail in the movie does offer a
show of proud resistance to the White correction officers
and lands in solitary confinement. Now Lee's technicolor
nostalgia is gone and a different film begins which has some
feel of realism. Malcolm's self education and conversion to
the Black Muslim faith is the major issue in the prison period. Baines is the man who will proselytize and convert Malcolm. Lee's problem in establishing Baines' character is that
this same man who is Malcolm's role model of Black pride
and Black identity, will be the person who later betrays him.
Malcolm credits his conversion to-his family. His brother Reginald visited him and his older brother wrote to him.
Both had become Black Muslims and they encouraged Mal'colm to join them. Lee's Baines is largely an invented figure
who appears in the Autobiography only as a highly educated
man who, by his example, showed Malcolm that a self-
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taught Negro could be a person of supreme intelligence.
Baines, or Bembry as he is called in the Autobiography and in
Lee's screenplay, was not a Black Muslim. Because he is
largely an invented character, it is particularly instructive to
see how Lee portrays him.
If Lee recognized any psychological problem in Baines'
progression from redeemer to betrayer he made no convincing artistic effort to solve it in his portrayal of the man's
character. Rather, Baines seems intended to solve Lee's political problems as a composite figure in place of real people
whose very presence would have raised difficult issues. He
replaces Reginald, who like his mother became psychotic
and had to be confined in a mental hospital. He also takes
Philbert's place, the older brother, who brought Malcolm
into his Black Muslim home and got his Jewish boss to give
him a job after he was released from prison. Moreover, the
ambiguous Baines is also a stand-in for Minister Farrakhan
and all of the other people around Elijah Muhammad who
became rivals and enemies of Malcolm X.
Late in the movie, at the moment of Malcolm's betrayal,
when he contemplates the collapse of all that he had built,
he utters the statement, "We had the greatest organization
that Black people ever had and niggers ruined it." The only
person we are sure he is referring to is Baines, the father figure invented by Lee to teach Malcolm the faith.
The Black Muslim faith that Baines exposes Malcolm to
was in fact expounded by the man Malcolm called the Messiah, Master WD. Fard, whom Lee has eliminated from
the film along with the most controversial aspects of his
credo. Master Fard appointed Elijah Muhammad as his last
messenger to the Black people of North America, The
Black Muslim faith of Master Fard taught "Yacub's History" which maintains that White men were evil devils created by genetic manipulation of the original noble Black inhabitants of the earth in the pre-Adamite era. That faith
turned the tables on the Judeo-Christian
tradition of
White racism which at one time had taught that Black people were the descendants of Ham's son Chus. Chus' Blackness was the punishment God inflicted on Ham for his sin
against his father Noah.
Like early Christianity, the Black Muslim religion was a
revolutionary faith of the oppressed. Its particular mission
was to merge politics and religion and to equate White
racist oppression with Satanism. The history of American
slavery was the ultimate example of the Blue-eyed Devil's
sins. Malcolm X was obsessed with the horrors of slavery
and it was a recurrent theme in his sermons. The ruined
American Negro was the product of this satanic evil and
the goals of chastity, abstinence, discipline and education
were part of the new faith of African Americans. Blacks
were to stop destroying themselves with the White man's
poisons and to stop destroying each other. United in their
Blackness they would save their souls and their people.
Baines, Malcolm's role model in the film, teaches him these
things and the proud Malcolm finally bends his knee in hu-

mility as he prays to Allah. Malcolm leaves prison a new
man, chastened, educated, and disciplined by the teachings
of Baines. But are we not forced to ask whether Lee's Malcolm is a gullible dupe? That question arises not just because Baines, his prison father, betrays him, but because
Malcolm eventually repudiates the Black Muslim faith recognizing that he has been taught Black racism as the antidote to White racism.
On this point, as elsewhere,' comparing the Autobiogrephy with the film is instructive. Malcolm describes his conversion to Islam almost entirelyas the result of his own efforts. He does get help from his family, but the iron-willed
Malcolm submits to no other-man. Furthermore, the apparition he sees in prison is the Messiah, Master Fard, and
not Elijah Muhammad. And Malcolm finally bends his knee
to Allah after this epiphany a~ not at the behest of any living man. Malcolm saw himself as all alone like Saul/Paul on
the road to Damascus. Lee has instead chosen to portray a
conversion dramatized by the' prodigal son's acceptance of
the father, first in the person of Baines and then in the person of Elijah Muhammad.
Malcolm believed that both of his parents had been destroyed by White racism; his father murdered by bigots and
his mother driven mad by grief-and a harassing White social
worker. His extended family was all the more important to
Malcolm and he kept up his ties with his brothers and sisters. His older step-sister, Ella, by the father's first marriage
was a strong woman who took him in when he first came to
Boston. It is to his older brother's Black Muslim home in
Detroit that he goes when he is released from prison. Malcolm's brothers and sisters, however, are entirely absent
from Lee's film. Lee's child-man is a virtual orphan and
from prison he goes to the invented Baines' home. We are
led to believe that the Black Muslim faith has become his
family and Malcolm has found in Elijah the father he had
lost in childhood.

•
Lee's Malcolm has a series of particularly touching
scenes with the messenger, Elijah Muhammad who is uncannily portrayed by the actor AI Freeman, Jr. Elijah has a
gentle exotic spirituality. He is the ultimate kind and wise
father and Malcolm, according to Lee's stage direction, is
"completely humble in his presence accepting his authority
totally and without reservation." Lee's Malcolm has found
_the answer to his inner longing and his mission is .to be the
.good son.
The father-son relationship has an almost redemptive
significance in Lee's film. The significance of the absent father was a theme of all the social-science gathered by Lyndon Johnson's Assistant Secretary of Labor, Patrick Moynihan to explain the educational and vocational failure of
Blacks. Although the Moynihan Report was condemned by
many as racist and for ignorantly failing to appreciate the
role of the Black matriarch, the need for the father and the

tradition of patriarchy has certainly been emphasized in the
Black Muslim faith and in Malcolm's own famous speech at
Harvard Law School which is included in Lee's screenplay:
"Anybody can make a baby. Father means you're taking care
of those children." Being responsible fathers was what "Elijah Muhammad teaches us so we can build the moral fiber
of our people."
Malcolm made it clear in the Autobiography that he
"adored" Elijah and Lee has found a way to make the scenes
I
between the two men demonstrate that. Those scenes had
stymied the previous screenwriters according to Lee. No
doubt the earlier writers were unable to reconcile Malcolm's
fiery independent personality with his subordination to Elijah. Lee's "tamed" Malcolm presents no such problem for
him. He portrays a filial love affair made possible by Elijah's
modesty and a Malcolm completely humble in the older
man's presence. The scenes make for inspiring cinema, but
as with Malcolm's relation to Baines, they also pose questions about his gullibility that are left unanswered when
Malcolm leaves the Black Muslim faith. More importantly,
just as Lee downplays the forces of White racism in Malcolm's early life, he downplays the Black racism that Malcolm espoused with his acceptance of Elijah Muhammad's
religious beliefs.
According to Lee, Minister Farrakhan was concerned
about the film's portrayal of Elijah Muhammad's sacred
legacy. "Minister Farrakhan's threats weren't even veiled,"
Lee writes. "But, I think it would be too risky for them to
try some shit with me." Minister Farrakhan, however,
should have no quarrel with Lee about this film. Whether
or not it was out of deference to Minister Farrakhan, Lee
has eliminated any reference to him or his role in the Nation of Islam. Lee does lead his audience to believe Malcolm's claim that he broke with Elijah Muhammad because
the Messenger had violated his own teaching by having sex
with his young secretaries and fathering their children. But
he downplays Malcolm's outrage about the matter. Furthermore, by omitting Elijah's racist beliefs, Lee presents him to
millions of Blacks and Whites in a way that can only ennoble his legacy.
The last third of the movie, much of which uses Malcolm X's own words, is the most powerful and impressive
part of the film. Lee periodically shifts from technicolor to
black and white to signify the movie's ambiguous location
between a created reality and the filming of reality. There
is obviously no aesthetic coherence between this invocation
of a documentary and the earlier "entertainment" part of
the movie.
The moments in the film which come closest to epic
proportions are when Malcolm and his Black Muslim
brothers confront police brutality. The mobilization of oppressed people transformed into a disciplined political force
to be reckoned with by White America was Malcolm's
dream and Lee captures it on film. Whatever criticism one
has of the film's psychological veracity, this is surely a stir-
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ring moment of artistic and political achievement for Lee as
an African American director.
However, the Malcolm character that Lee has created
brings to the scene only the personality the director has allowed him. The faces of the Brothers of the Fruit ofIslam
radiate anger and fury-not Malcolm's. He is the calm in
the eye of the storm not the bolt of lightning that electrifies
his followers. Lee's White numskull policemen worry that
Malcolm X has too much power. But one need only recall
Rodney King and the L.A. riots to see that the Malcolm of
the film is the leader reassuring to Whites because he keeps
Black rage from boiling over into the mob violence, the
rampaging and the looting, that has become White America's nightmare.

•
When the Malcolnj'that Lee has created comes to the
critical break with Elijah Muhammad he is still gullible and
naive. It is as though he was so lacking in street-smarts that
he was oblivious to his own self interests. Lee's Malcolm has
to be told by his wife about the sex, lies, and office politics
of his fellow ministers. Nothing could be further from the
psychological portrait of himself that Malcolm painted in
his Autobiography. This naivete is the ultimate mystification
of Malcolm's personality. Ironically, it is a Christian mystification-the man who was too innocent to live is betrayed.
Innocence and goodness are the constant elements of
the Malcolm in Lee's film. That person is a denial not only
of Malcolm's own righteous fury but of the contemporary
Black rage that finds its sounding board in Malcolm's personality. Malcolm is the man who always knew the score.
He was street-smart and self-educated. Malcolm never denied his rage, he used it. His conversion to the Black Muslim faith focused his grievances on the White man as the
Blue- eyed devil. His rage was given an outlet in the focused
hatred of Black racism which he embraced. His rage was
turned from sordid self-destruction to constructive political
and religious goals. From guns and hustling he came to
polemics and sermons. He understood the traumas of his
own family as part of the continuing degradation of slavery
and White racism. Everything he said in his sermons and
lectures had an impact because Malcolm X spoke as one
who recognized the source of his pain. The people all know
the awful truth when the angry prophet, the seer finally tells
it. Malcolm, the angry prophet, who terrified his listeners
with the truth, is what Lee has left out of his film.
The "prophet of Black rage," as Cornel West has described him, is the man who refused to mournJ.EK's death
or to pretend he loved the White Jesus. Malcolm's anger
was also why so many White people disliked him. Jews in
particular were fearful of his anti-Semitism. Malcolm's antiSemitism is soft peddled by Lee along with all of the Black
racism he espoused. The Autobiography provides some psychological insights into how Malcolm's feelings developed.
Malcolm had his own racial identity problems compli-
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cated by his light complexion and his parents' reactions to
it. During his early years he seems to have been drawn to
marginalized Whites (Jews among them), while he looked
down on uneducated Blacks. His conversion established his
Black solidarity and the tales of the evil scientist Yakub also
taught him that the Jews were the first of the White devils
to escape from the Exile that Allah had established. According to this teaching, Jews were the "serpent" raised by
Moses in the desert. This gave a religious doctrinal basis to
Malcolm's developing anti-Semitism which was further influenced by his sense that Jewish merchants were exploiting
ghetto Blacks and taking their money out of the community, a community that Malcolm believed should be economically self-sufficient. Malcolm X, too, was one of the first
Black leaders to emphasize the political link to the African
continent and to the people ofIslam for whom Zionism and
Israel were anathema. His avowal of anti-Semitism helped
him to forge support in the Arab World.
Lee has not entirely stifled these themes because he has
allowed the film Malcolm to use the real Malcolm's actual
words. But in the film Malcolm utters them without the
rage that simultaneously mobilized Black followers and
White enemies. Much of the religious doctrine of the Black
Muslim faith is shocking to non-Blacks no matter how
calmly the words are spoken. Blacks are the chosen people
of Allah and the lighter the skin of the others, the more evil
they are. These doctrines which create impenetrable racial
barriers are what Malcolm abandoned on his famous trip to
Mecca. Because Lee has downplayed them, the momentous
significance of Malcolm's conversion to true Islam is somewhat diminished. Lee's movie makes it seem as though the
Black Nation ofIslam is merely the American congregation
of the Islamic faith, rather than a religion with its own radically different pre-Adamite story of creation. Minister Farrakhan's comments, as reported by Lee, would suggest that
he would disapprove of the way Malcolm's last conversion is
presented. He thought Malcolm was too shrewd to be taken
in by the Arabs who were, in his view, patently racists. Lee,
however, has chosen to downplay both Malcolm's shrewdness and the Black racism of the Nation of Islam.
Given the political pressures on Lee, the most difficult
issue must have been the filmed account of the assassination. If Oliver Stone's film J.F.K is the standard of comparison, then Lee deserves an Oscar for reasonableness. Some
Blacks believe that a White conspiracy involving the EB.I.
or the CI.A. killed Malcolm. Minister Farrakhan apparently would have preferred the film to have featured that version of the assassination. His idea is that the growing hostility between Malcolm and the Nation of Islam gave the
White power structure cover for their own ends. Others
have alleged that Elijah Muhammad himself ordered members of "Temple no. 25" in New Jersey to kill Malcolm. Of
course there are many other conspiracy theories just as is
the case with J.EK, R.F.K, and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Lee's movie shows that White operatives of the

F.B.I.IC.LA. had Malcolm under surveillance. But his
screenplay leaves no doubt that the actual killers were Black
Muslims. He writes: "Five Black men sit around a table.
They do not speak. They are Thomas Hayer, Ben Thomas,
Lon Davis, William X and Wilbur Kinley. All are Muslims;
all are the assassins."
Lee creates the impression that it is the men around Elijah Muhammad, not the messenger himself, who resent,
envy, and fear Malcolm. One might surmise from Lee's film
that they, with information supplied by the F.B.I.IC.LA., arranged for Malcolm's killing. But Lee's film explores none
of the conspiratorial theories, perhaps in part because his
narrative reaches the only conclusion that the character he
has created allows. Malcolm, who has always been looking
for a father to love, has embraced traditional Islam, the
dominant patriarchal religion of the Third World.
Malcolm's final C0nversio[ is presented in Lee's film
through spectacular footage of Mecca during the celebration of the Hadj. The scenes are awe-inspiring, but the religious and psychological meaning of Malcolm's experiences
are never clarified by Lee. The last hectic months of Malcolm's life as an international figure are compressed as Lee's
film moves toward its conclusion. Malcolm has repudiated
his racist beliefs and is prepared for a new beginning even as
he knowingly goes to his martyrdom.
Lee's depiction of the assassination is brilliant and conveys fanatic and desperate brutality. But then, in keeping
with the tone he has established throughout his film, he
takes us to South Africa where Black school children proudly announce their identification with Malcolm X who has
been enshrined by Lee as the icon of Black pride and the
catalyst of international Black unity. And finally there on the
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screen is the long suffering Nelson Mandela, who in his
gentle demeanor is the antithesis of Malcolm X. In a voice,
devoid of anger, he embraces Malcolm's credo. The prodigal son has found yet another godlike father.

•
\ Ossie Davis' memorable eulogy and his subsequent defense of it capture many of the psychological themes of the
movie and of this criticism. His eulogy called Malcolm, "A
prince, a Black Shining Prince who didn't hesitate to die because he loved us so." That is the man about whom Lee
made his movie.
Defending his eulogy against White critics, Davis wrote
about Malcolm:
[HJe scared hell out of the rest of us, bred as we are to
caution, to hypocrisy in the presence of white folks, to
the smile that never fades ... Malcolm kept snatching our
lies away. He kept shouting the painful truth we whites
and blacks did not want to hear from all the housetops.
You can imagine what a howling, shocking nuisance this
man was to both Negroes and whites. But in explaining
Malcolm, let me take care not to explain him away. He
had been a criminal, an addict, a pimp, and a prisoner; a
racist and a hater, he had really believed the white man
was a devil.
If Lee's film is indeed a failure as a measure of Malcolm
X, it is because Spike Lee so much wanted to give African
Americans their own shining prince that he failed to "take
care not to explain him away." •
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